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"I don't know where I'm going from here, but Ipromise it won't be boring."
David Bowie
Professor of Communication receives prestigious award
Anthony Dominguez
Senior Staff Writer
The College of Wooster isonce again on the national
academic scene thanks to Professor
of Communication Studies Denise
BostdorfT. Bostdorff is being recog-
nized for her most recent book "Pro-
claiming the Truman Doctrine: The
Cold War Call to Arms," which was
published in 2008. In November, at
the National Communication Asso-
ciation annual meeting in San Fran-
cisco, Bostdorff received the Bruce
E. Gronbeck Political Communica-
tion Research Award, which is pre-
sented to the author of the best po-
litical communication work of the
past two years. The award honors
Bruce Gronbeck, professor emeritus
from the University of Iowa, whose
interests regarding political rhetoric
mirror those of Bostdorff.
Bostdorff has been a faculty mem-
ber at the College since 1994. She
received her undergraduate degree
from Bowling Green State Univer-
sity, her M.A. from the University
of Illinois and her Ph.D from Pur-
due University in 1987. Other texts
written by Bostdorff include "The
Presidency and the Rhetoric of For-
eign Crisis," published in 1994, and
a number of other scholarly articles
and book chapters. Other recent
research interests of Bostdorff in-
clude the 2008 presidential candi--1
dates' Iraq War rhetoric and Presi
Alum makes American major motion picture debut
Laney Austin
News Editor
Motion picture director andWooster graduate Duncan
Jones '95 has a lot on his plate right
now. Coming off the hit of his sci-- fi
thriller "Moon," Jones now has
another milestone to celebrate: his
American film debut.
His new movie "Source Code"
hits theaters on April 15 next year
and is already creating a buzz in
the motion picture industry. The
film stars Jake Gyllenhaal and is
predicted to be one of this springs
box office hits.
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dent George W Bush's post-Sep- t.
11 rhetoric. Bostdorff appeared on
National Public Radio in 2007 to
discuss Bush's use of ceremonial
discourse to bolster the support for
his foreign policy tactics and the
Iraq War. Regarding this strategy,
Bostdorff told NPR, "It's a great
way to deflect criticism by imbuing
the policy talk with ceremony where
questions are not asked."
Returning to her most recent book,
when an editor for Texas A&M Uni-
versity Press approached her about
writing about the most influential
presidential speeches in American
history, Bostdorff selected the Tru-
man Doctrine. "This is the topic that
grabbed my attention," said Bost-
dorff. "In many ways when you look
at the Truman Doctrine you see
how policy set there and the kinds
of arguments and language that are
used there continue to be reflected in
American presidential foreign policy
rhetoric even today."
"Proclaiming the Truman Doc-
trine: The Cold War Call to Arms"
documents how persuasive the ad-
dress really was, even on levels the
authors did not intend. In her inter-
view she explained, "I look a lot at
how so much of the Truman Doc-
trine speech and the policy really
emanated from the State Depart-
ment and its focus on public affairs
work at the time." Bostdorff cites
the State Department as not only
shaping what the foreign policies at
The movie is said to be a cross be-
tween "Inception" and "Groundhog
Day," according to "The Indepen-
dent." Consistent with Jones's alter-
native approach to filmmaking; the
story centers on a soldier trapped
in an eight-minu- te time loop on a
mission to find out the identity of
a terrorist bomber. Captain Colter
Stever (Gyllenhaal) opens the foot-
age in the body of a train commut-
er, who witnesses the explosion.
Part of a government experiment,
he relives the experience over and
over again to gather clues about the
bomber and prevent the next at-
tack. The plot reveals that the ac
tneaters nationwide (Photo courtesy AP).
Daniel Hanson writes a re-
sponse about the controver-
sial School of The Americas
and gives reasons why it
should not exist. More on
page 3.
Ramsey Kincannon provides
a background on Wiki leaks
and why the media should
have access to their sources.
See page 3.
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Professor of Communication
poimcal communicauon worK or me past two years. Her dook, Proclaiming the Truman
Doctrine: The Cold War Call to Arms" was a topic selected by Bostdorff after being asked
to write about the most influential American presidential speeches (Photo by Linda Kuster).
this time were, but that they devel-
oped a way to present the policy to
the American public.
The book has received much cel-
ebration from academic peers, dem-
onstrated by the fact that Bostdorff
was nominated for the Bruce ' E.
Gronbeck Political Communication
Research Award by one of the re-
viewers of her book. In his review,
tual source code is a computer pro-
gram created by the government
to create the future that is, until
Stever interferes to change what" is
to come. In addition to Gyllenhaal,
this star studded film also boasts
Vera Farmiga, Michelle Monaghan
and Jeffrey Wright.
Besides being an accomplished
graduate of the College, Jones
comes from a family of entertainers.
His father, David Bowie, is a world-renoun- ed
singer and performer who
has undoubtedly influenced Jones's
career in film. Jones was born in
London, but came to Wooster in
1992 after having moved to many
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j Features Editor Lee McKin-str- y
takes us on a journey
back through the history of
The Voice. See page 4 for
the full story.
Denise Bostdorff was recently
Timothy Barney, of the University
of Maryland, describes interdis-
ciplinary nature of her study, say--:
ing, "In addition to public address
scholars, Bostdorff 's piece should
be of substantial note, to interna-
tional relations scholars, public af-
fairs students, and the interdisci-
plinary community of presidential
studies-an- d the book's engaging
t
Jake Gyllenhaal stars as the main character in Jones' up-
coming film (Photo courtesy AP).
different countries around the
world. He graduated in 1995 with a
degree in Philosophy from the Col-
lege, where he said has influenced
his film-maki- ng career. "I majored
in philosophy both at Wooster and
later, in graduate school at Vander-bil- t,
and there are some interesting
ideas in "Moon" that come out of
lectures and studies I did with Pro-
fessor Ron Hustwit and Professor
Hank Kreuzman," Jones said, ac-
cording to a press release from the
College. Before attending the Lon-
don Film School, Jones also spent
time at Vanderbilt University.
His first major film, "Moon,"
was a major breakthrough feature
for the director. A sci-- fi flick, the
film starred actor Sam Rockwell
as an astronaut who experiences
1 JSii"
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Libba Smith reviews the lat-
est installment of the Harry
Potter series, 'The Deathly
Hallowsn'part1. Read her
review on page 5.
selected as authoring the best
readability may snare more." He
concludes "Proclaiming the Tru-
man Doctrine" is another entry into
the healthy and growing Library
of Presidential Rhetoric Series, and
Bostdorff's critical contributions
to foreign policy and the rhetorical
presidency here will surely not be
a mere placeholder on such an in-
creasingly formidable shelf."
a personal crisis after three years
of solitary confinement in space.
Kevin Spacey is the voice of his
only companion, a robot named
GERTY. This film was the British
Independent Film Awards (BIFA)
winner of the 2009 award for the
Best British Independent Film.
Jones was also awarded the BIFA
Douglas Hickox Award.
The College is incredibly proud
to have such a prestigious and
noteworthy person as a graduate.
His success is a great indication as
to what a Wooster graduate can do
with their education in the future.
With "Moon" being so success-
ful, critics and fans are anxiously
awaiting Jones's first American
release. Until April 15, the buzz is
certainly likely to continue.
Sports Editor Travis Marmon
.
discusses the men's basket-ba- ll
team and their number
one national ranking. More
on page 7.
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CAMPUS
AMRE's 10 research
projects presented
The Applied Mathematics Re-
search Experience (AMRE) enjoyed
its biggest and most successful year
since it was established in 1994. 10
projects were researched this sum- -'
mer that growth was on displayed
on Tuesday, Nov. 30. When students
shared the results of their research
at the annual Projects Day presenta-
tion. Students worked with clients
from the surrounding Ohio area, in-
cluding Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company, as well as the OARDC.
LOCAL
Former bassist sen-
tenced to seven years
Bassist and music producer Rich-
ard Finch, a former member of KC
and the Sunshine Band, has been
sentenced in Ohio to seven years
in prison for sex charges involving
teen boys. Finch entered pleas of
.
no contest in Licking County Com-
mon Pleas Court on Monday. Finch
apologized to a judge and the teens,
saying he had little memory of the .
activities because he was impaired
by alcohol. The multiple Gram-
my Award winner was arrested in
March after police said a boy report-
ed that he'd had sexual contact with
Finch at the man's home in Newark
in central Ohio.
NATIONAL
Ivy League drug
ring busted
New York City authorities say five
Columbia University students are
charged with selling drugs on campus
and at fraternity houses. According
to the Associated Press, Special Nar-
cotics Prosecutor Bridget Brennan
and Police Commissioner Raymond .
Kelly said Tuesday that the students
and three off-camp- us suppliers have
been arrested and indicted. The five-mon-th
investigation began in July.
Authorities say undercover officers
bought cocaine, marijuana, ecstasy,
adderall and LSD. In some cases, the
LSD was in breath mints and candy.
Authorities say one of the off-camp- us
suppliers plotted to kidnap a pair of
rival cocaine traffickers.
WORLD
Colombia cancels
climate discussion
Colombia's president says devastat-
ing flooding forced him to cancel his
scheduled trip to the United Nations
climate change conference in Mexico
this week-eve- n though global warm-
ing itself could be causing the disas-
ter his country faces. CNN reported
that, at least 194 people were killed
and 248 injured after torrential rains
in Colombia that have affected near-
ly 1.6 million people, according to
the country's interior ministry. The
downpours have caused landslides
and overflowing rivers, destroying
at least 2,040 houses and damaging
nearly 270,000 more nationwide, the
ministry said.
Noble Peace Prize cer-
emony controversy
China and 18 other countries' have
declined to attend this year's Nobel
Peace Prize ceremony honoring im-rison- ed
Chinese dissident Liu Xiao-b- o,
Nobel officials said on Tuesday
as China unleashed a new barrage
deriding the decision. According to
The Boston Herald, Beijing consid-
ers Liu's recognition an attack on
China's political and legal system,
and says the country's policies will
not be swayed by outside forces. 44
out of the 65 invited embassies have
accepted the invitation.
--Bites compiltd by Grainne Carlin
While we strive to
achieve excellence
every week, we,
too, sometimes fall
short. Please send
your corrections to
Voicewooster.edu
College ties to India strengthened by visit
Grainne Carlin
News Editor
Late January marks an ex-
citing time for President Grant
Cornwell and his wife, Peg, asso-
ciate to the president for commu
nity, trustee and parent relations. is
The couple will be accompanied
by Shila Garg, professor of phys
ics and former dean of faculty, on
a two-we- ek excursion to India
that will tour four different cities.
The trip will include visits to
Mumbai, Kolkata, Bangalore and
Delhi. In these cities, the group
plans to meet with Wooster
alumni and parents of Wooster
students as well as visit high
schools and create relationships
with higher education colleagues
through discussion and conver-
sation.
Although the College has re-
cruited students from India for
many decades, Cornwell is the
first Wooster president to sched-
ule a series of alumni events in
India.
The desire to reach out to the
international Wooster commu-
nity comes as no surprise because
Cornwell's scholarship is based in
areas of human rights, globaliza
Idea Day opens
--
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Information
Vandalism
Witness someone break blue light
Alcohol
In possession of 6 beers, underage
Arrived at UG drunk, underage
Admitted to drinking, underage
Drank to much taken to SWC, underage
Room had alcohol in it, underage
Theft
Someone stole his bike from rack
Disorderly
Several noise complaints received
Caught throwing beer bottle off porch
Drunk & became unruly & argued a lot
Made inappropropriate comment to SPS
Harrassment
Boyfriend being extremely possessive
Recieved threatening text message
Reported stalking-lik- e behavior
Asssault
Tried to calm friend & was slapped
Admitted to slapping, said it was playful
Substance
Admitted to smoking marijuana
tion and critical race theory. In
addition, Cornwell is nationally
recognized for his work defining
liberal learning in a global envi-
ronment.
One of the College's core
values in its mission statement
"diversity and inclusivity." To
accomplish this, Wooster actively
seeks and brings together stu-
dents, faculty and staff from a
wide variety of backgrounds. Five
percent of the Wooster student
body is international students, a
large part from India.
"Wooster has a long history
of engagement in India, going
back to the earliest days of the
College," Cornwell said.
Cornwell explained that, due
to this longstanding history be-
tween Wooster and India, en-
gagement has become prominent.
The Global Social Entrepreneur-shi- p
program and the Hales Fund
study group faculty who trav-
eled to India in 2008 will help
strengthen this bond.
In addition, students at
Wooster will have the opportu-
nity to experience India during
a course offered for the fall se-
mester in 2011 called "Wooster
in India." This course will have
L
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President Grant Cornwell, Peg Cornwell, and Professor
Shila Garg will travel to India (Photo by Linda Kuster).
an on-cam- pus academic classroom
and lecture aspect during the se-
mester. During the weekly class
times, students will examine what
arts and culture India offers. Then,
over winter break, students in the
course will embark on a three-we- ek
field experience in the south- -
windows for students to create sustainable concepts
bulb
,
Two weeks ego, 16 College of Wooster students
presented their innovative proposals for a sustainable
project with the hopes to receive funding from the Col-
lege. This was the second annual "Idea Day" produced
by the Center for Entreprcneurship and was open to
faculty, students, staT and visitors to hear the various
presentations. The students were all given two and a
half minutes to present their ideas with display methods
ranging from PowerPoint to dramatic videos. Various
cash prizes were given out to students who provided the
audience with the top innovations. The top prizes went
to three deferent projects. The first was awarded to to
Nancy Tinoza '12 and Rutendo Ruzvidzo '13 for their
"Chicken Reading Project," which proposes the idea of
selling chicken eggs in order to pay for new textbooks
and a teaching position in Africa. The second winner
was Zach Doybton '11, who demonstrated his idea to
create a bike holster bag to help alleviate the problems
that occur for bike commuters who use backpacks. The
fnal winner and Fans' Choice Award recipient was Hay-- et
Rida '11, who presented her photo project on Ghana,
in which women would be
to create postcards, which
financial independence. In
will meet again in order to
have been implemented (Photo courtesy AP).
Campus Security Briefs
Nov. 29
Location
Papp Stadium
Armington Hall
Underground
Compton Hall
Kenarden Lodge
Holden Hall
Gault Library
Kenarden Lodge
Rickett House
Underground
Holden Hall
Slater House
Underground
Wagner Hall
Virtual Edition!
Web-exclusi- ve photo gallery!
Check out the Voice's new Website!
,
www.tiiewoostervoice.com
Dec. 6
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em regions of India
Cornwell stated, "I'm very ex-
cited to have this chance to meet
with our alumni, explore oppor-
tunities with higher education
leaders and continue to spread the
word about Wooster to prospec-
tive students in India."
taught photography in order
would ultimately lead them to
February, the award winners
show their projects after they
DateTime
1241:48 a.m.
112911:17 p.m.
12412:40 a.m.
12412:44 a.m.
1241:43 a.m.
12411:51 p.m.
1214:10 p.m.
11291 1:28 p.m.
12311:31 p.m.
12412:40 a.m.
12412:00 a.m.
12612:15 a.m.
12412:40 a.m.
1249:44 p.m.
Ghov off your investigative
ckillo!
Become a vritcr for the IIcvs
ccction of the Voice!
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Appreciate Wooster
harvest moon has comeTheand gone, illuminating the
sky and shedding light on the
Ethan Flack
brightly col-
ored leaves scat-
tered about the
campus. During
these beautiful
times it is easy
to exhaust your
energy in seem
ingly important
things, losing sight of the entities
and individuals in life that truly
matter.
As Christmas draws near, each
person should take a few moments
to reminisce about the previous
year. At first glance, this time may
have passed in a mundane manner,
however, upon further review, it is
clear that we are all fortunate for
the ordinary occurrences of our
everyday lives.
The institution that we attend has
given all of us enormous opportuni
ties to succeed
in a variety
of spectrums.
classes
are challeng- -
ence is important, .whether it be a
late night in the library or light
post bowling after an eventful Sat-
urday of drinking, these experi-
ences help bring individuals clos-
er together. Without these bonds,
many of which become eternal, a
great void would exist in all of us.
Life itself" is a gift that should
be cherished. People sometimes
take life for granted, wasting days
away. True, everyone can and
should use a day to recharge their
physical and emotional battery,
however, too often individuals fail
to further themselves in some way
each day. Intellectually, it is im-
portant to grow, yet, other spec-
trums of life are also significant.
Take time out of your day to meet
someone new or explore the unfa-
miliar parts of campus, it may be
life changing. Solely focusing on a
singular study or activity blinds
a person, prohibiting him or her
from seeing all that the College
and world
While at the College, have to offer.
none of us live in a war Recently, ar--
zone or need to worry
about where our next meal Voice that criti--
ing and in-- come from. If nothing cize the Co1- -
teresting, led , , i lege and theelSe ?e gratetUlf f fKM tlllS,by a diverse stU(knt
faculty that aS things COUld be mUCh Yes, there are
cares for ev- - WOTSC problems here
ery student.
Athletically,
the College, as well as the student
body, supports each team that dons
the celebrated black and gold. So-
cially, students are surrounded by
their intellectual peers, enabling
them to engage in scholarly discus-
sions that extend well beyond the
classroom. Had the College not
drawn all of us together, the expe-
riences that will continue to shape
our lives for years to come may not
have transpired.
Relationships are an important
facet in every life, and the College,
in a sense, has provided us all with
life-lo- ng friends. The individuals
that you associate with each day
help to define you as .a person,
facilitating your maturation and
emotional growth. Shared experi- -
and it would
be foolish to
deny this, as nothing is perfect. How-
ever, as you look back on the previous
year, be thankful for the opportuni-
ties that have presented themselves
to you. While at the College, none
of. us live in a war zone or need
to worry about where our next
meal will come from. If nothing
else, be grateful for this, things
could be much worse. As the trees
become bare and the temperature
drops remember, we are all part
of an extraordinary community
that wants each of us to succeed
and that has and will continue to
provide for us.
Ethan Flack is a contributor for the
Voice. He can be readied for comment at
EFldckHwooster.edu.
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Editorial cartoon by Staff Cartoonist Andrew Holmes. He can be reached atAHolmes13wooster.edu.
The conflicting influence of Wikileaks
Tt's been a long time since some--
Aone has received as many different
reputations as Julian Assange Sarah
Ramsey Kincannon
Palin compared
him to Osama
Bin Laden, Dan-
iel Ellsburg, the
man responsible
for 'The Pentagon
Papers," has said
that he's "serving
our democracy,"
and Assange has probably at one time or
another heard everything in between.
Wikileaks has already proved its val-
ue internationally as well as domesti-
cally. In reaction to China calling Kim
Jong II and North Korea a "spoiled
child," the leader's top advisor imme-
diately traveled to Beijing in order to
smooth out differences with maybe
the country's only defender left in the
world. Furthermore, these leaks also
show United States' officials potentially
breaking major international and fed
eral laws and these things do need
to be pointed out. Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton, for instance, is now in
hot water after allegedly asking some
staff members to spy on members of
the United Nations, including the Sec
retary General.
Additionally, transparency as i policy
was highlighted as a key idea for the
Obama administration. However, the
White House still deems 75 percent
more documents to be "classified" than
1994 (although that number has been
more than halved since the second Bush
term). It's important that transparency
has now forcibly become a policy.
On the other hand, viewing Wikile-
aks as merely a worthy extension of
the Freedom of Information Act is a
little too kind to Assange and his web-
site. While these cables aren't the most
important U.S. secrets around, some
of the cables have potential to be di-
sastrous to U.S. foreign policy. A cable
was released with Arab leaders private-
ly urging the U.S. to more forcibly try
to shut down Iran's nuclear missile pro-
gram. There aren't many things more
dangerous than backing an evil dictator
into a corner, forcing him to react. ' ;
Additionally, the release of these
cables breaks the trust that many for-
eign leaders have with the U.S. dip-
lomats worldwide are scrambling to
explain the release of the cables, and
in especially vohitile areas' (Iraq and
Afghanistan), missions are having to be
reevaluated.
Another huge concern that must be
addressed is the fact that a large chunk
of these classified documents were re-
leased by an Army private who down-
loaded terabytes of information. If our
privacy is easily infiltrated by the low-
est rank of soldier, how can we be con-
fident in our network security?
Wikileaks has been responsible for
the release of many important docu-
ments, some of which should have
seen the media's light of day. Many
are concerned that newspapers and
other media outlets are tied directly to
the U.S. government and that this bias
has hurt the credibility of newspaper
reporting.
For reversing this trend, Assange
and his website should get plenty of
credit. On the other hand, part of di-
plomacy and foreign policy relies on
privacy, and Wikileaks has jeopardized
many missions abroad. At the very
least though, Wikileaks is a
edged sword a creation we should
both appreciate as well as question.
Ramsey Kincannon is regular contributor
for the Voice. He can be reached for com-
ment at RKincannonl2wooster.edu.
SOA should be shut down now
a student wrote an arti-
cle
Recently,
for The Wooster Voice
the School of the Americas (SOA),
V.
Daniel Hanson
a controversial
military training
facility in Fort
Benning, Ga., that
has been linked
to egregious hu-
man rights abuses
in Latin America.
This is a response
to that article and will explain why the
SOA is responsible for these atrocities
and must be shut down.
Supporters of the SOA claim that
the school is generally justified in its
campaigns against insurgent forces,
but the use of this distinction against
those who SOA graduates have killed
and the efficacy of SOA tactics against
legitimate threats are questionable.
These "insurgents" have included cler-
gy members, social activists and count-
less innocent civilians. Oscar Romero,
the El Salvadoran Catholic bishop who
was murdered by an SOA graduate
while he celebrated Mass, was not an
"insurgent." Nor were the American
Catholic missionaries Ita Ford, Maura
Clarke, Jean Donovan and Dorothy
Kazel who were tortured, raped and
murdered by an SOA-train- ed right-win- g
death squad.
It is a documented fact that SOA
graduates have engaged in terrorism,
murder and other extreme violations
of human rights and that these acts
were in accordance with their SOA
training. The most well-kno- wn cases
of SOA graduate violence occurred in
support of right-win- g militias in the
El Salvadoran civil war of the 1980s.
These atrocities include the .mur-
ders of Romero, the four missionary
women, as well as the 1982 massacre
of between 200 and 1000 civilians,
almost the entire population of the
town of El Mozote, by a U.S.-back- ed
right-win- g death squad. The generally
right-win- g ideological nature of the
SOA remains intact today; In 2005,
five men and three children in Uraba,
Colombia were murdered by a divi-
sion of the Colombian military that
was headed by SOA graduates. The
rationale for this massacre was that
these individuals were members of a
pacifist community which had vocally
.criticized U.S. interventionism and the
right-win- g Colombian military, ac-
cording to The SOA Watch website.
Throughout its recent history, SOA
graduates have been linked to the vio-
lent suppression of activists for labor
rights and the reform of land distri-
bution in areas of abject poverty. The
SOA is a political force that supports
the interests of the U.S. and exploita--,
tion of the poor by violently suppress-
ing perceived threats to pro-busin- ess
and U.S.-frien- dly regimes, as exem- -
plified by the violent involvement of
SOA graduates in the 2009 right-win- g
coup in Honduras.
In 1996, the Pentagon released an
SOA interrogation training manual
used between 1982 and 1991 that ex-
plicitly condones that acts of false im-
prisonment, extortion, undue intimi-
dation, physical coercion and execution
can be used against potential guerillas
to obtain information. These practices
are illegal in U.S. and international
law. Despite this apparent gesture of
transparency, SOA graduates have
continued to engage in similar atroci-
ties in this era. Since the late 1990s,
SOA graduates involved with fight-
ing the drug trade in Colombia have
regularly stepped over the bounds of
reasonable retribution against civilian
targets not associated with drug traff-
ickers, and have even been tied direct-
ly to the drug trade according to The
Human Rights Watch and The New
York Times websites. Given this and
the more recent atrocities mentioned
above, there is no evidence that the
SOA has removed war crimes from its
I
training program.
Although the federal government
and the SOA generally deny allegations
of instructing atrocities, exemplified
by their claims that SOA graduates
undergo "human rights training," it is
absurd to take these self-endorseme-nts
as an accurate portrayal. No government--
endorsed description of SOA
should be taken at face value, but rather
the institution must evaluated indepen-
dently, and evaluations have painted a
disturbing picture. The historical re-
cord of SOA graduates' actions shows
a consistent history of atrocities, re-
gardless of what the school claims of
its curriculum. According to a report :
by Human Rights Watch, "training
alone, even when it includes human
rights instruction, does not prevent
hurfian rights abuses."
Perhaps the most fundamental prob-
lem with the' School of Americas, be-
yond the atrocities committed by its
students, is the imperialistic worldview
that it represents. The view that the
US. has the right to intervene in the
affairs of sovereign Latin American
states represents the antiquated, pa-
ternalistic and ultimately racist notion
that the Western Hemisphere south of
the Rio Grande is our country's "back-
yard." I do not necessarily condone iso-
lationism, but it is wildly inappropriate
and a breach of national sovereignty to
make the training of foreign militaries
a task of the U.S. To conflate the politi-
cal, military, and economic interests of
the U.S. with those of sovereign Latin
American states invokes an attitude of
racist paternalism and right to rule
other peoples. The School of Americas
continues to produce loathsome atroci-
ties against the people of Latin Amer-
ica to preserve a nationalistic, violent
and anti-egalitari- an agenda.
Daniel Hanson is a contributor for the
Voice. He can be reachedfir comment at
DHanson 1 2wooster.edu.
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Debating for Democracy's lasting impact on community
Elliot Flautt
Production Assistant
On Friday, Oct. 22, studentsat The College of Wooster
took time out of their busy class
schedules to participate in a six-ho- ur
training workshop entitled
"Debating for Democracy (D4D)
on the Road."
According to the Assistant Di-
rector of Project Pericles (the
sponsdr of the program) David
Rippon, the objective of the DtD
project is "to help novice and sea-- ',
soned organizers develop effective
strategies to build and gain politi-
cal power"
The program encouraged par-
ticipants to think about develop-
ing their arguments in a differ-
ent manner by appealing to other
people's values rather than con-
fronting them first on the issues.
By effectively finding a common
ground in "universal values like
justice, compassion and love" as
Mandara Meyers, the leader of
the D4D project, presented "are
the best ways to approaching the
seemingly unapproachable; to find
commonalities among people and
not differences."
Meyers, from the Center for Pro-
gressive Leadership (CLP) based
out of Washington, D.C whose
organization has trained over
5,000 diverse leaders at nearly ev-
ery level of political involvement
since its foundation, compelled the
new D4D graduates to take "daily
steps to incorporate what they
learned to bring about a more last- -'
ing change."
As graduates of the DtD pro-
gram went out into the world with
a renewed perspective on activ-
ism and student participation in
democracy, DD participant Stipo
Josipovic '13 stated "the DtD pro-
gram presented very interesting
ways to get your, point across.. .by
appealing to other people's values
and emotions first, you can actively
engage those who you might other
wise have seemingly irreconcilable
differences with."
Josipovic went on to further say
that by finding commonalities in
values, you can better get your
point across and more- - effectively
attain a solution or even "convince
people that your way is the better
way of doing things."
In terms of steps that D4D
graduates have actually taken in
pursuing political activism, Jo-
sipovic recently participated as
a delegate for Colombia at the
American Model United Nations
conference in Chicago, 111., and ac-
cording to him, "heing armed with
the skills D4D taught me, I was
better able to engage other del-
egates and more effectively work
through global issues in a proac-
tive manner."
Although the conference was Jo-sipov- ic's
first United Nations sim-
ulation, he felt optimistic that he
would again apply his DD skills
LikeALittle.com Hits Wooster's Campus
Above, The Voice Office: Female, Brunette. I look forward to seeing you every day
because your sarcastic smile lights up the room. There is a reason we have the same
major and minor... I don't want to go a semester without having a class with you.. .you're
the belle of this ball (Photo by Linda Kuster).
Almost overnight, a new fad hit the Wooster campus: LikeALittle.com. This website has become the talk
of the campus and the new form of procrastination right in time for finals. After just a few people posted
links to the website on Facebook pages, Wooster's student body has now found a way to anonymously
send shoutouts to their crushes through what LikeALittle refers to as a "flirting-facilitat- or program" for
campuses worldwide. The site was started Oct. '25, 2010 by three students at Stanford University and has
now grown to include 43 states, schools in Ontario, Canada and '29 international schools.
100 years later: a look at dir.:..
This week, The Voice decided to take a blast to the past and take a look at a few ice: ; I .
winter of 1910. Below are a few facts about how The College of Wooster's only student r, .
per has changed in the past 100years: In 1910, The Wooster Voice...
Included reports about the personal activities of selected members of the student be:'
"Bessie Livenspire was hostess to a most enjoyable Halloween party at the County del) I
"Mr. Davidson '11 was operated on on Friday at the city hospital. The typhus germ had c
entrance to the bone and serious complications have resulted."
The front page story on Nov. 9, 1910 was "$100,000 from Mrs. John :
"Great joy was caused on Wednesday morning Nov. 2nd by President f L
Creative writing selections were featured in the Voice. In one i:
ca"ad "Limitations" and a short story called "The Icicle" both appeared.
Ti ;I
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made at Chapel that Mrs. John S. Kennedy had given the University the sum of $100,00 ,
erection ofa dormitory for men to be known by the name of her own summer home ct i r I
bor, Maine, "Kenardcn Lodge."
;n "Crc
in the future and not only to the
Model United Nations experience.
Another D4D participant, Lily
Christman '13, has taken her pur-
suit of political advocacy in an dif-
ferent direction by following her
passion for LBGTQ rights; specif-
ically same sex marriage rights in
the U.S. Christman stated she was
unsure about what to expect when
initially signing up for the D4D
conference but "was surprised by
the diversity of issues that people
showed such passion for and that
being surrounded by such driven
individuals... I could feel nothing
but inspired."
Christman further stated she
will be taking the fervor she
gained from her D4D experience
and applying it now and in the fu-
ture towards LBGTQ advocacy by
working with LBGTQ advocacy
groups.
"With an issue of such moral
contention like same-se- x marriage
rights, finding common ground in
a
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values with others that have op-
posing viewpoints is vital to en-
gage them in discussion and then
be able to include them in discus-
sion of the issues," said Christman.
Amyaz Moledina, professor
of economics at the College of
... r. i r..Wooster ana program uireciui iui
Project Pericles on campus, stated
that "the ultimate goal is that you
are empowered to become more en-
gaged citizens in your democracy."
He went on to further remark
that "at Wooster, our vision for
inclusion is a trans-bounda- ry one.
We believe that problems or issues
that you care about have now come
to a point that they transcend the
borders that we have created to
understand them. Hence our en-
gagement has to be both global
and local."
Anyone interested in participat-
ing in activism, social entrepre-neursh- ip
and advocacy is encour-
aged to contact Professor Moledina
at amoledinawooster.edu.
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Harry Porter Part 1 : The beginning
Libba Smith
Staff Writer
On Nov. 19, at one minute af-
ter midnight, thousands of eager
teenagers crowded movie theaters
across the country, an uncommon- -
ly high percentage of
them wearing robes
and carrying wands.
After hours of waiting,
cheers erupted through
the dimmed theaters;
screens flickered to life
as the camera swooped
over the familiar street
of Privet Drive. The
massive group of dedi-
cated fans gathered to
view the beginning of
the end of an era, the
first half of "Harry
Potter and the Deathly
Hallows," the seventh
installment in the "Har-
ry Potter" series.
The final installment
of the Harry Potter
movies retains all the
tension of the book.
"Deathly Hallows" reads
almost as a psychologi-
cal thriller as the story Daniel
progresses deeper into
darker themes; Harry "Harry
Potter (Daniel Radcliffe) - "
and his two closest friends, the bril-
liant Hermione Granger (Emma Wat-
son) and bumbling but well-meani- ng
Ron Weasley (Rupert Grint), must
abandon Hogwarts and travel the
country searching for the Hor-crux- es
that will finally allow them
to vanquish Voldemort once and for
all. To the detriment of other char-
acters, the movie focuses entirely
on these three. The story is full of
more emotion than any of the pre-
vious "Harry Potter" movies, for the
trio must deal with the trauma of
Local band
Alexandra Muto
Staff Writer
Tape-Toon- s, a Seville, Ohio
band, hails from the Cuyahoga Riv-
er area. Comprised of lead singer
and guitarist Andrew Bittaker,.
bassist Allen Bittaker and drum-
mer Dylan Gomez, the band draws
from the grunge, delta blues and
shoegaze movements. The group
resists the "band" label, describ-
ing themselves as a combination of
"noise, feedback, busted cymbals
and three guys who are trying to
make your ears bleed."
The influence of grunge
music on Tape-Too- ns is
immediately discernable
to listeners. The band's label,
electric guitar and drum
patterns, particularly on
songs such as "Mice in the busted
Wall" and "She Drove A
living in fear for themselves and all
the people they love. Unfortunately,
much of the book is spent in a lone-
ly tent somewhere in the middle
of the woods, the only place that
Harry can be truly safe; while this
sometimes makes the book drag, the
i
1
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Radcliffe, Emma Watson and Rupert Grint at the premiere of
Potter and the Deathly Hallows" (Photo courtesy of AP).
filmmakers did an excellent job of
capturing the agony of life in hid-
ing without actually devoting too
much camera time to it.
In one of the only light-heart- ed
moments of the movie, Harry and
Hermione share a dance after Ron
briefly abandons their quest. This
moment has been rejected as too
sentimental by some fans, but it
serves to momentarily lift the near-
ly unbearable tension of their situ-
ation as well as cement the depth
of their friendship. The story of
Tape- Toonsfeatures classic
a Spike." In the song, Bittaker not-so-sub- tly
describes his sense of
heartbreak. .In one uninspired
line, he proclaims that a girl
is "driving a spike straight
through his heart."
Listening to Tape-Toon- s, I
struggled to hear the influence
of shoegaze artists. Shoegaze
tends to sound more fluid and
quiet, although equally ang-st- y.
Tape-Toon- s' sound is much
louder than others of this genre.
However, after hearing the song
Tape-Too- ns resists the "band"
describing themselves as a
combination of "noise, feedback,
cymbals and three guys who
spike," invoke the sounds are trying to make your ears bleed."
of classic grunge artists.
Tape-Too- ns also uses the
aggressively downtrod
den and even violent lyrics char-
acteristic of grunge rockers, par-
ticularly in their song "She Drove
: !
,
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Outside Kenarden Lodge,
Lindsay Phillips '11 plays with
purple in a lilac scarf and violet
skirt. (Photo by Linda Kuster).
"Grounded," I noted hints of the
"hypnotic" sound they described in
their biography.
the Deathly Hallows, which are the
three objects thought to be a myth
that Voldemort believes can bring
him unconquerable power, is read by
Hermione and illustrated in sharp,
flowing animation. This scene is
one of the most important because
the Hallows are central to the story
and must be explained; putting it
in animation shows the artistic and
creative take on the story that the
whole movie embodies.
Of course, any review would be
incomplete without mentioning the
climactic death of Dobby, the faith-
ful house-el-f. He appears at Harry,
Ron and Hermione's most desper-
ate hour of need to save their lives
and sacrifices himself. While Dob-
by has not always been one of the
most central characters, his brav
The band references the "ache of
delta blues" in their music, a sound
The band draws musically
the grunge, delta blues and
gaze movements.
that is vaguely recognizable in the
song "C.E.O. Blues." The tune has
a slightly jazzy introduction that
pays homage to the genre,
although still infused with
the grungy sound charac-
teristic of the band.
Although Tape-Too- ns
does utilize aspects of
grunge, shoegaze and
blues in their music, they
also employ a relatively
unique sound that is dif-
ficult to compare to other
musicians. If you are a fan
of classic grunge music
groups like Nirvana, Soundgar-de- n
or Alice in Chains, as well as
a fan of shoegaze, you may enjoy
Woosier Street Style
of the end
ery was a highlight of the movie,
and his death was truly a tragedy.
My biggest complaint about
"Deathly Hallows" is that it doesn't
include enough of Professor Dumb-ledor- e,
who died in the sixth novel.
Harry's relationship with his head
master had always been
complex, but in the sev-
enth installment Harry
realizes that Dumbledore
left him with a nearly in-
surmountable task and
unnecessarily difficult clues
and hints in order to de-
stroy Voldemort, and his
frustration grows. This
was largely left out of
the movie. Additionally,
Harry's tragic flaw has
always been that he sees
himself as alone in hjs
struggle and is reluc-
tant to accept help from
those desperate to give it
and Harry's belief that
the fate of the wizard-in- g
world rests entirely
on his shoulders was not
stressed enough.
ueatniy Mallows is
without a doubt the best
Harry Potter movie yet. Itpart 1 of
stayed true to the book but
still delivered an enjoyable
movie experience to those
who are not yet Harry Potter fans.
Naturally, nothing can compare to
the magic of reading the books and
any fan must adjust his expectations
for the movies, but "Deathly Hallows'
was a triumph on many levels.
Some may complain about the book
being split into two movies, claiming
that Hollywood just wants to squeeze
as much money out of the franchise
as possible; however, I am willing to
pay for the extra ticket to cling that
much longer to the greatest cultural
phenomenon of my generation.
grunge style
the music of Tape-Toon- s. Yet, in
both cases, you will not find these
influences immediately
recognizable. While
the band's vocals arefrom
slightly reminiscent of
shoe-- garage rock artists like
Iggy and the Stooges,
the music itself does
not follow in this clas
sic vein. However,
Tape-Toon- s' unique sound allows
the band to stand on their own as
musical artists.
Tape-Toon- s' first album, "Gravel
Love," debuted in September. The
album can be purchased digitally or
at local shows. For their next show,
Tape-Too- ns will be hitting Beach- -
land Tavern in Cleveland, Ohio on
Jan. 5.
To hear more, visit the group's
MySpace at myspace.comtape- -
toons or www.sonicbids.comta-petoon- s.
To contact the group for
bookings or any other questions,
you can contact lead singer An
drew Bittaker at tapetoonsgmail.
com or James Lutz at sendittome--
here03hotmail.com.
Now that dropping temperatures have become an everyday obstacle, Lindsay Phil-
lips '11 brings color to Wooster's winter. Keeping warm in a dark peacoat, Phillips
works the layered look with playful accessories: lacy tights, leather boots and a lilac
scarf. Wooster Street Style caught up with Phillips outside of Kenarden Lodge to
,
discuss her favorite clothing items and how to stay chic in the snow.
1) What's your favorite thing in your wardrobe?
Probably my Frye boots. wear them everyday even though ttfey are incredibly loud
and most likely obnoxious to anyone within earshot of me walking.
2) How can we stay stylish, even in the winter months?
Everyone should go out and buy hats the Brochet Society is selling. They're super
stylish and the proceeds go towards breast cancer research.
SECTION EDITORS:
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EMILY TIMMERMAN
We have reached the time of the
year when it s finally acceptable to
listen to holiday music. And whether
you want to or not, you will hear it
playing everywhere.
This year, like every other, I have
found myself
overwhelmed
by what seems
to be more
than just a
time for fam-
ily, friends and
Emily Timmerman holiday cheer.
Instead, com
mercial domination of holiday
magic and family traditions
seems to be at its peak in the
month of December.
While not new this year, every
one is trying to capitalize on the
Christmas holiday season, and each
yearjt seems to become more and
more all encompassing.
It is now the second week of
December and we are well into the
full take-ov- er of holiday music.
Whether you. find yourself listen-
ing to the radio station that only
plays Christmas music on repeat
or you are berated by the persis
tent holiday jingles that play in
every store and in every television
commercial, Christmas music is
everywhere.
It's no wonder that Christinas
music is all you hear, because for
such a short holiday season there
is a surplus of relevant music. We
only have so much time to listen to
it all, so naturally, we need to listen
to it non-sto- p.
Artists that you had forgot
ten about release songs each year
for the holiday season. This year,
Coldplay makes an appearance- -
with their holiday single "Christ
mas Lights," Train with "Shake Up
Christmas," Mariah Carey with her
sequel album "Merry Christmas II
You" and even the Indigo Girls will
debut their holiday album "Holly .
Happy Days."
One of the most popular holiday .
albums this year on iTunes is the
Glee Christmas album titled "Glee:
The Music, The Christmas Al
bum," which was released on Nov.
16 of this year in an effort to take
full advantage of the limited holi-
day market time.
While covers and endless varia- -'
tions of the classics are the norm
of this music genre, for me it's
the timeless originals that embody
Christmas cheer. It doesn't get bet
ter than Nat "King" Cole, Frank
Sinatra, Burl Ives and Bing Crosby
assuring me of the promise of a
winter wonderland.
I enjoy the occasional pop rendi-
tion, but again, for me it's the clas-
sics that really resonate the true
holiday spirit.
Whatever your preference may
be, take this month and the in-
credibly limited amount of time
to enjoy the best and the worst of
the holiday music. Regardless of
whether it is Sean Kingston sing-
ing his version of "Drummer Boy,"
The Chipmunks singing "Christ-
mas Don't Be Late," John Len-no- n
singing "Happy Xmas (War
is Over)," Mariah Carey singing
the ever-popul- ar "All I Want For
Christmas Is You" or Elvis Presley
singing "Blue Christmas," listen to
it while you can.
Since you only get the chance
to indulge once a year, you better
make the most of it.
.
Emily Timmerman is an Arts fc? En-
tertainment Editor fur the Voice. She
can be readied for comment at ETim-nurmanl3wooster.- edu
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Fall dance
GinaChristo
Staff Writer
Nov. 19 and 20, The Col-
legeOn of Wooster Dance Com-
pany performed Stage Door: Fall
Dance Concert at
Freelander Theater.
Over 30 Wooster stu-
dents came together
to create an interest-
ing window into con-
temporary dance and
the artistic passion
that comes with it.
Each of the 12
pieces brought some-
thing unique to the
table and sometimes
it worked and some-
time it fell short.
However, each of the
choreographers of
this year's fall dance
concert must be cred-
ited and congratu-
lated for taking that
chance and going out
on an artistic limb.
Similarly, visiting
Associate Professor Dance
of Dance and direc-
tor
'11, one
of the show Alys- -
sa Wilmot should be congratulated
for fostering this kind of original-
ity.
Of the 12 pieces, three stood out
the strongest. "Frost," a piece cho
Can you spot the hot winter fashion trends?
As temperatures cement themselves firmly below 30 degrees, two hot trends keep
Wooster students chic and cozy: knits and puffer jackets, comfortable staples that still
turn heads even when the weather turns frigid.
Photos by Linda Kuster and Annie Peterson.
Student-crochete- d hat. Students
and Friday in Lowry from 11 a.m.
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concert successfully showcased student work
reographed by Maria Cox '12 was
the perfect example of using dance
to express, emotion. Duo Amadi
Washington ' 1 4 and Anne Woller ' 1 3
were captivating together. Although
they hardly touched until late in the
number, one could feej the intended
students performing in "Alchemy," choreographed by Cathy Trainor
of 12 pieces in the Fall Dance Concert (Photos by Hayet Rida).
tension radiating between them. The
choreography was well-prescrib- ed
and well-execut- ed. Being the third
number in the show, it was an excel-
lent wake up from the more monoto- -
w .
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nous pieces that came before it.
The pieces
,
before "Frost" were
great in terms of technique and cho-
reography, but when it cailie to per-
formance value they fell a bit flat.
While following "Frost" was a
tough task, the dancers in "Eden,"
or "Youth: Disrupted" rose to the
cause nobly. Choreographed by
Adrianna Maxton '13, "Eden" did
an excellent job at telling a story.
When it started, it appeared to be
t
J
can purchase similar all student made hats on Thursday
to 2 p.m. All of the proceeds will go towards breast cancer.
more of a piece about nature but
soon after it transitioned into a
more modern mood in terms of
music as well as choreography. The
concept was generally brilliant
and the choreography was great.
I was impressed by the attention
to detail, in terms of hand
angles and footwork.
In the second half of
the show there was a piece
called "C.H.A.I.R." that
was throughly entertain-
ing and well crafted. This
piece took the conce.pt of
dance to a very different
level. The piece was an ode
to Lewis Carroll's "Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland"
story. Each of the dancers
used their bodies uniquely
and they were not dancers
but movement actors who
helped keep the story going.
The storytelling con-
cept choreographer Owen
Reynolds '11 was going
for was easy to ruin; how
ever he and his dancers did
a fantastic job at pulling it
off. While it is important
to recognize that this piece
was more for entertain- -
ment value as opposed to
technique, it was certainly one of
the most enjoyable pieces in the en-
tire dance concert.
A few pieces in this concert did
fall short, and one of them was "In- -
'
tl'- -
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trospective to Masochism." While ?
it is important to recognize that
one of the dancers was injured be-
fore the night of the performance,
I took more issue with execution
of the concept as opposed to the
dancers themselves.
This piece was designed to exam-
ine hazing and bullying in society.
It was intended to express the vi-cio- us
cycle of victims of bullies
becoming the bullies themselves,
and how this affects our world. The ,
music of the piece was just the beat ,
of a metronome. The dancers had
cruel words written all over each
other and the piece basically con- - ,
sisted of them continuing to write
slurs on each others' bodies.
The piece could have been better
if there was just more movement.
The intensity of the dancers was
definitely there but the movement ,
was so basic it just fell flat. Fur-
thermore, 'the piece was just too
long and the beat of the metro-
nome got to you after a while. I like
the potential of the concept and
the commitment of the dancers but
it was lacking in the choreography
department.
Overall, the Fall Dance Concert
was very successful. I was throughly
impressed with the talent the com-
pany had to offer, choreographers
and performers alike. I look forward
to seeing how the choreographers
grow from this experience through
what they put together for the Spring
'
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SECTION editors:
michael haggerty
Graham Zimmerman
Travis Marmon
Men's basketball off to
Travis Marmon
Sports Editor
men's basketball teamTheis off to a blazing hot start
this season. Before playing Al-
legheny College (4--4, 1- -1 NCAC)
on Wednesday after press time,
the Scots were 6-- 0 (2-- 0 NCAC)
and ranked number one in the na-
tion, according to the weekly poll
at D3hoops.com; This is the first
time that Wooster has been the top-rank- ed
team since 2006.
Although the team lost their ex-
hibition match against Div. I Ohio
University on Oct. 31, the Scots
have been unstoppable since then,
defeating Cincinnati Christian Uni-
versity and Bethany College and
winning the Radisson Carnegie
Mellon Invitational with victories
over Ohio Northern University and
Carnegie Mellon University. The
Scots started NCAC play with two
Auburn, Newton look
Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
.
Despite heated debates this sea-
son about non-automa- tic quali-
fiers, Texas Christian University
and Boise State University deserve
a shot at the College Football Na-
tional Championship, the stage has
now been set for a match up be-
tween two traditional big confer- -
' ence powers. Number one Auburn
University and Number two the
University of Oregon will face off
on Jan. 10 in Glendale, Az. to de-
termine who will be crowned as the
national champion.
For Auburn, the BCS champion-
ship game will represent a chance
at redemption not only for the pro-
gram, which saw its arch rival the
University of Alabama win the
national championship last year,
but also for their star quarterback
and Heisman Trophy favorite, Cam
Newton. Newton's all-st- ar sea-
son has been bombarded in recent
months with allegations of his fa-
ther Cecil reaching out to various
universities across the Southeast- -
. ern Conference in an attempt to re-
ceive upwards of $150,000 for his.
son's skills as a football player.
Despite this pay-to-pl- ay scandal,
Auburn has managed to remain
1
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wins over Hiram College and Deni-so- n
University. Wooster's offense has
been unstoppable. Four of the Scots'
five starters, Ian Franks '11, Nathan
Balch '11, Matt Fegan '12 and Bryan
Wickliffe '11 have shot over 50 per-
cent from the field. Franks, Fegan
and Justin Hallowell ' 1 2 are shooting
over forty percent from three-poi- nt
range. The team dropped 103 points
on Cincinnati Christian on Nov. 17.
The Scots win games with great
defense too. In their 81-- 51 victory
over Denison (4--3, 2-- 1 NCAC) on
Saturday, they held the Big Red to
just 32.1 percent shooting, including
a six-of-- 24 performance in the first
half, ended the first half on a 22-- 8
run, and started the second on a 28--8
run. It was the fifth time this year
that Wooster held an opponent to
less than 40 percent shooting. Offen-
sively, the Scots were incredibly bal-
anced with all five starters scoring in
double digits.
Controversy over quarterback Cam Newton's recruitment
performance of the top-rank- ed Auburn Tigers this season
undefeated in arguably the tough-
est NCAA conference in all of Div.
I football.
On the other side of the ball is
the Oregon Ducks. They have also
had a spectacular season, devastat-
ing opponents throughout the Pac- -
Voiceports
fast start while women struggle
The men's basketball team fights in the paint in their vic-
tory over Denison (Photo by Aleksandra Tsybulskaya).
Wooster had a much closer com-
petition against Hiram (3-- 4, 0--2
NCAC) on Dec. 1. Leading 48-4- 6
against the Terriers in the second
half, the Scots pulled away with an
to give the BCS its money's worth
)
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10 conference. Some of their more
impressive victories include a 60-1-3
romp of the University of California
at Los Angeles and a 52--3 1 beating
of number four Stanford Univer-
sity. The secret of Oregon's success
seems to be their explosive offense,
18-- 2 run to make it 66-4- 8 before ulti-
mately winning 74-6-0. The run was
keyed by Wooster's tough defense
again, which allowed only eight-of--32
shooting from Hiram in the
has overshadowed the stellar
(Photo courtesy of AP).
which has posted over 40 points in
10 games this season.
There can be no doubt that Ore-
gon's schedule was not as strong as
Auburn's and the biggest question
coming into this game will be if a
team coming from a weaker Pac-1-0
4 --""1 brutalI 1 1
A
I
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second half.
Wooster's women's team is off to a
much rougher start. The women are
1-
-5, 0--1 NCAC, not including their
game at Ursuline College played
Wednesday after press time. The
Scots lost in a heartbreaker to Hiram
(4-- 0, 1- -0 NCAC) on Dec. 1, blowing
an 1 1-p- oint second half lead to the
Terriers and losing 62-5- 8 after being
held scoreless for nearly eight min-
utes in the second half.
Wooster was able to recover from
Hiram's 17-- 0 run, with Suvi Pu-ripattara- pan
'14 and Karley Walker
'14 draining three-pointe- rs to tie
the game at 58 with 27 seconds left.
However, Hiram's Jessica Cowan
nailed two free throws and the Ter-
riers held Wooster without a shot on
their final possession.
The men and the women both play
at Ohio Wesleyan University (men
3-- 4, 1- -0 NCAC; women 3-- 5, ChO
NCAC) tomorrow in Delaware, OH.
conference will be able to handle a
battle tested Southeastern Confer-
ence Champion. Certainly the Pac-1- 0
has proven its ability to win champi-
onships in the past. However, the last
four BCS national champions have
all been part of the SEC conference.
This match-u- p should make for an
excellent game given the strengths
and weaknesses of these teams. Au-
burn has relied heavily on Newton's
ability as a playmaker. This season
they have fallen behind by double-dig- it
points in several games, forc-
ing their offense to rely on Newton's
ability to make big plays in the late
stages of the game.
Defensively, Auburn has a very
weak secondary which may open
the door for Oregon's powerhouse
offense. Oregon, on the other hand,
will have to find a way to contain
Newton's ability to use both the pass
and the run to generate offense.
Throughout this season he has
proven his ability to both pass over
the heads of defensive secondaries
and run right over opposing line-
backers.
In the end, this game will come
down to Oregon's ability to ex-
pose Auburn's weak secondary and
Cam Newton's ability to make plays
against a fairly mediocre Oregon
Ducks defense.
defeat
ent, but a team that was made to fit
Lebron's talents. So, after watching
the first few games of the season, I
realized that this team, would prob-
ably get smashed by the Heat, even
with their early season struggles.
Over Thanksgiving break, my
friend Ramsey Kincannon men-
tioned that he had found some rea-
sonably priced tickets to the game
and invited me. I laughed. I said,
"There's no way. I don't want to be
arrested, it won't be that fun." But
what I really didn't want to see was
my Cavs get Mown out on national'
television. I did not have a choice in
the matter. As both Ramsey and my
frier ! Jason Filatov berated me for
1',! ites in Low ry until I finally
;
! to come wiih them. While
it w.is awful, ;.nt! 1 was to- -,
,
.
'
.t'd w hen J. lines scored 38,
1 f :id closure.
I ;;.e pregnane introduction
- the i.;.ie audience booed James for
y a I' .11 minute. I booed as loud as I
t p. '1 ,!y could, and joined in for ev-- :-
-
' From the creative "Ak-- Iti ; i : t.
i i I - yon to the vulgar "who's
i't v - ' ' I l'"'"1 t'lt' !' mu" sa,l
i' '
.
t the Cas couldn't get up
i, I
'
:( and let dow tl a fil'i'd up
( I v i d, but 1 had peace id"
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The difference in per
centage points in the
final BCS standings
between number 2 the
University of Oregon
and number 3 Texas
Christian University.
Both teams finished
the regular season un
defeated, but Oregon
will be the one going
to the BCS National
Championship Game
in Glendale, AZ to
face top-rank- ed Au
burn University.
TCU will settle for
the Rose Bowl in
Pasadena, CA, where
they will face fourth-ranke- d
the University
of Wisconsin.
This will be TCU's
last game as a mid--
major program before
they move to the Big
East Conference for
the 2011 season.
Jimmy V
Following his heartfelt acceptance
speech for the Arthur Ashe Cour
age Award at the 1993 ESPVs, Jim
my Valvano
slowly walked
otT the stage
and down the
stops, his fail
ing body su
GRAHAM ported by his
two closestZIMMERMAN
friends. Not' a
dry eye could
be seen in the audience. Valvano,
coach of the 1983 NCAA National
Championship men's basketball
team at North Carolina State, was in
the terminal stages of bone cancer.
Within two months he passed away.
He spoke for a mere eleven minutes
that night and the words Valvano 1P33 NCAA N?t!"n-- ! Ch p
shared have resonated far beyond has raised over $100 million towards
his life. cant er research.
"Don't give up, don't ever give up," What sometimes tends to be tor-sa- id
Valvano. These words have be-- gotten about sports is that they are
come the philosophy of the V Foun- - not an end in itself, but a means to an
dation, an organization for cancer end. Along with many other tilings
research founded by Vulvano and in life, sports are a means to hnppi-ESP- N.
After the Foundation was es- - ness, courage, success and rejenip-tablish- ed
in 1993, ESPN has hosted tion. Valvano knew this. He knew,
the annual "Jimmy V Week," a week that, although engulfed by a terrible
of remembrance for Valvano as disease, the success lie hiewd in
well as support of cancer research, coaching provided a st. j j mg-sto- ne
Valvano shared during his speech, for cancer research and funding. "Wc
"How do you go from w here you are need your help. I need you help. We
to where you want to lie? I think you need money for rest .r. h. It may not
have to have an enthusiasm for life, save my life. It nr v save my chil-Y- ou
have to have a dream, a goal, dren's life. It may sae . .... me you
and you have to be willing to work love. And it's v ry i ; ' '," V. !- -
for it." Situ e 1 !' (" V f. uinl.eion v
Pick 'em returns with your fa-
vorite sports editors Graham
Zimmerman, Travis Marmon and
Mike Haggerty, who will pick win-
ners of the NCAA Bowl Games.
Feel free to send us an e-m-ail at
voicesportswooster.edu.
Graham (GZ)
Mike(MH)
Travis (TM)
Dec. 18 th
(MH, GZ, TM) BYU v. UTEP
(TM, GZ) Northern Illinois v.
Fresno State (MH)
(TM, GZ) Ohio v. Troy (MH)
Friday, December 10,
i ii
1
The number of years
it has been since
North Carolina State
University men's
basketball coach Jim
Valvano founded the
V Foundation for
cancer research be-
fore succumbing to
bone cancer himself
in 1993.
On Tuesday night,
the 16th annual Jim-
my V Classic was
played in New York
Citv in to commem
orate his legacy.
Number four Kansas
University defeated
the 14th-ranke- d Uni-
versity of Memphis
81-6- 8 and number
eight Michigan State
university tooK on
number seven Syra
cuse University.
). tvph I viper)
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North Carolina St.T.l 2 men
Men's, women's swim
teams endfall season at
Wooster Invitational
' ;';? .
I j
Graham Zimmerman
Sports Editor '
Last weekend's Wooster Invita-
tional marked the end of the fall
portion of The College of Wooster
men's and women's swimming and
diving seasons. The women's team
finished fourth out of 10 teams
while the men's team finished
eighth. Although- - both the men's
and women's teams had hoped for
greater team success, the weekend
brought numerous individual high-
lights.
Highlighting the women's indi-
vidual performances was Mariah
McGovern '14. She finished third
in the 1650 freestyle with a time of
18:09.38. She also finished eighth
in the 100 backstroke (1:02.27) and
was victorious in the 500 freestyle
consolation heat, placing ninth
(5:15.91).
.
Samira El-Ada- wy '13, Melissa
Haug '12 and Priscilla Haug '12
all finished fifth in their respective
events. El-Ada- wy finished the 400
IM in 4:41.78.
Melissa Haug finished the 200
fly in 2:12.82 while Priscilla Haug
finished the 200 breaststroke in
2:10.91. The relay combination
of McGovern, Kate Hunt '14, El-Ada- wy
and Melissa Haug claimed
fifth place in the 800 freestyle with a
time of 8:02.00.
Although the men's squad finished
in eighth place there were many
individual successes. Peter Parisi
'13 broke The College of Wooster
school records in both the 100 but--
sj
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(MH, TM) Missouri v. Iowa (GZ)
Dec. 29th
East Carolina v. Maryland
(MH, TM, GZ)
(GZ, MH) Illinois v. Baylor (TM)
(MH.GZ.TM) Ok. St. v. Arizona
Dec. 30th
Army v. SMU (GZ, TM, MH)
(MH) Kansas St. v. Syracuse (TM,
GZ)
(GZ) North Carolina v. Tennessee
( MH, TM)
(TM, MH, GZ) Nebraska v. Wash-
ington
Dec. 31st
(TM, GZ) South Florida v, Clemson
(MH)
4. u .
:
Dec. 81st
(GZ.TM) Southern Mississippi v.
Louisville-(MH- )
Dec. 22nd .
Utah v. Boise State (MH, GZ, TM)
Dec. 23rd
(GZ) Navy v. San Diego St. (MH,
TM)
Dec. 24th
(TM, MH, GZ) Hawaii v. Tulsa
Dec. 26th
FIU v. Toledo (TM, MH, GZ)
,
Dec. 87th
(MH, TM) Air Force v. Georgia
Tech (GZ)
Dec. 88th
(TM, MH) West Va. v. NC St. (GZ)
2010
terfly and 100 breaststroke. Parisi
recorded a record time of 50:99 in
the 100 butterfly preliminariess and
finished runner-u- p in the champion-
ship heat that afternoon. Parisi also
posted a school record 58.55 in the
100 breaststroke preliminaries. He
would also finished runner-u- p in the
championship heat later in the day.
Although Parisi provided invalu-
able points to the men's squad, he
could not do it alone. Parisi also
helped the Scots' top relay per-
formance. .Parisi, Brett Dawson
'11, Brendan Horgan '11 and Imre
Namath '14 finished fourth-plac- e in
the 200 medley relay with a time of
1:36.96.
Unfortunately, their individual
success ultimately fell short, as the
men's squad finished the invitational
with 620 points, a mere six points be-
hind fifth --place Allegheny College.
Ending the fall season, the men's
team has amassed a 0--6 record while
the women conclude at 6-- 1. The
men's team hopes that the month
away from competition will help
them rebuild. Coach Rob Harrington
understood the challenges that the
men's squad faced coming into this
season.
"We have a lot of hopefuls, people
who show a lot of potential. I don't
think you can count us out by any
means. I think we can get to a similar
position in the conference to where
we were last year, but it will take a
lot of work to get there. We're in a
rebuilding process," Harrington said.
The swimming teams will host Hi-
ram College on Jan. 7.
(TM, MH, GZ) Notre Dame v.
Miami (FL.)
(TM, GZ, MH) Georgia v. UCF
(TM, MH) South Carolina v.
Florida State (GZ)
Jan. 1st.
Northwestern v. Texas Tech ,
(MH, GZ, TM)
(GZ.MH) Florida v. Penn State
(TM)
(MH, GZ) Alabama v. Michigan
State (TM)
(GZ, MH, TM) Mississippi State
v. Michigan
(TM, MH) Wisconsin v. TCU
(GZ)
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Jan. 3rd
(GZ.MH.TM) Stanford v. Virginia
Tech
Jan. 4th
(TM) Ohio State v. Arkansas (MH,
GZ)
Jan 6th !
(TM, MH) Middle Tennessee v. Mi-
ami (Ohio) (GZ) j
Jan. 7th '
(TM, MH, GZ) LSU v. Texas A&M
Jan. 8th
(MI I.GZ.TM) Pitt v. Kentucky
Jan 9th
( .
(TM, MH, GZ) Nevada v. B.C. j
Jan. 10th ;
(GZ, TM) Oregon v. Auburn (Mil)
1 -
.
